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Overview/Legal 

This document describes the ‘UMD’ – this is the UKVAC Motor Drive PCB, an unofficial, non-

commercial, open-source, reproduction PCB by users of UKVAC.com. It aims to replace irreparable or 

missing Motor Drive PCBs, (manufactured by SEGA, part number #834-5801) from Space Harrier 

Rolling Type, (commonly referred to as ‘Space Harrier Deluxe’), Out Run Deluxe and Turbo Out Run 

Deluxe arcade cabinets from the late 1980’s.  

 The UMD is a non-commercial, non-profit project and is supplied with no warranty and is to 

be used entirely at the user’s own risk.  

 Neither the development team, users of UKVAC.com, nor any of its affiliates take any 

responsibility for damage or injury which may occur when installing or using the UMD.  

 Compatibility of the UMD is implied only with officially produced or licensed Space Harrier 

Deluxe and Out Run Deluxe vintage arcade machines; non-official or ‘bootleg’ hardware 

variants should be considered both untested and unsupported by the designers. 

 The UMD has no affiliation with SEGA Games Co. Ltd. and Sega Sammy Holdings. 

 The UKVAC.com forum serves as a means for communication between developers but has 

no direct association with the development, sales or support of the UMD. 

 Where a UMD is supplied as ‘tested’, this is a basic functionality test, not a full-power in-

game test, so some defects may be present. 

 Technical support will be at the goodwill of the development team. 

However, to assist in this community project, please feed-back any issues to the UKVAC 

development team to improve future versions of the project at http://www.ukvac.com. 

The UMD is intended to resemble the original SEGA Motor Drive PCB in functionality and in 

appearance and is intended as a ‘drop in’ replacement, (except for Unidesa variants – see page 5, 

Figure 2). This means the circuit functionality is near-identical to the SEGA design, so problem 

diagnosis methods in this document should apply to both UMD and original PCBs.   

There is only one variant of UMD. This board will drive both Out Run and Space Harrier, as it 

contains two Motor Drive circuits. For the Out Run games, only one channel is used. A jumper 

setting, (refer to the ‘Installation’ section of this document) should be moved when installing the 

UMD into a Space Harrier cabinet to reduce the speed of one motor. Failure to set this jumper 

correctly will result in incorrect actuation speed and may cause unforeseen issues. 

The UMD PCB attempts to follow the circuit and physical layout of the SEGA PCB and a blank UMD 

PCB could be populated with original components. However to overcome obsolescence, modern 

alternatives are fitted (the selection made with jumpers and passive components – see page 8). 

The UMD schematics and PCB designs are available on https://circuitmaker.com , whereas a bill-of-

materials and GAL source code are provided in this document. This makes the project 100% open-

source, but the CircuitMaker licence is non-commercial and you must NOT reproduce this device for 

commercial purposes.  

If you wish to reproduce this PCB for non-commercial purposes, please notify the development 

team.  

‘Official’ UMD constructed boards will contain a sticker with a serial number, recorded centrally 

against the purchaser by the development team for support purposes only. As of mid-2019, there 

are 3x V1.0 boards (No: ‘X’, ‘Y’, ‘X’) and 50x V1.1 boards (No: 1-50). 



The goodwill to support UMD PCBs may not extend to any UMDs developed by 3rd parties using the 

open source design. 

The goodwill to support UMD PCBs may not extend to any UMDs resold for profit. 

 



Installation 

 

 Switch off all power 

 Locate jumper ‘JP6’ on the UMD PCB and set this to the correct position for the game the UMD is to be 

installed into: 

o Out Run/Turbo Out Run Deluxe – position 1-2. 

o Space Harrier Deluxe – position 2-3. 

 Install the UMD PCB in place of the original Motor Drive PCB.   

 The original board connectors should fit 1:1 in most cases* 

 Re-install any protective base covers on the game cabinet before operation 

 Power on the game as normal 

 

Warning: Arcade cabinets can contain potentially dangerous voltage levels, even after power-down. Users install the 

UMD at their own risk and installation should be performed by qualified arcade service personnel. 

*Some systems may feature a Unidesa Motor Drive PCB, a licenced reproduction of the SEGA Motor Drive. These 

have a differing Motor Drive connector and the user may need to create an adaptor. 

Official Motor Drive PCB variants, alongside the UMD, are shown on the subsequent page. 

 

Notes 

The UMD PCB should locate in the same position as the original SEGA Motor Drive, secured with PCB feet, (not 

supplied). 

Unless Space Harrier Deluxe installation is required, (JP6 is to be moved) all jumpers should remain as supplied: 

 JP1: Closed 

 JP2: Closed 

 JP3: 2-3 

 JP4: 2-3 

 JP5: 1-2 

 JP6: Out Run 1-2 (Space Harrier move to 2-3) 

 JP7: Not fitted 

 JP8: Not fitted  

These jumpers are present to allow fitment of original PCB PAL and Triac drivers, (not recommended – page 8). 

The supplied UMD PCB will be fully populated to drive 2 motors, as utilised by Space Harrier; whereas Out Run 

requires only one motor. There should be no detrimental issues having half the Motor Drive circuitry ‘dormant’ 

during operation. 

JP5 and JP6 determine whether the installed GALs replicate either a 3155160 or 3155160A PAL. At the time of 

writing, the ‘A’ PAL is known to be used only in Space Harrier, and in position IC7. The ‘A’ PAL is near-identical, but 

operates the motor marginally slower. Putting JP6 in positions 2-3 emulates the A-PAL. 

(Setting JP5 to position 2-3 will put IC6 into ‘A’ mode, although this should never be required). 



 

Figure 1: Sega Motor Drive PCB. 

 

Figure 2: Unidesa Motor Drive PCB 

 

Figure 3: UMD 



Schematic 



Bill of Materials 

The key components are listed here. Although https://uk.farnell.com/ order codes are given, alternative devices 

(same footprint and specification) are available for all components, except the 5-way motor connector. 

  



Use of original SEGA components 

Some components in the UMD are different in pinout/operation to the original SEGA #834-5801 PCB. This is to 

overcome obsolescence. The replacement components should offer equal or better performance. 

However, should there ever arise a desire to use original components, then this is possible via the component and 

jumper changes shown in the table below. 

Location SEGA original 
component 

Selection 
Method 

 UMD alternative Selection Method 

IC6/7 PLS153 PAL (20-pin) Install jumper 
in JP7 & 8 
JP5, 1-2 
JP6 1-2 & 2-3 

 GAL22V10 (24-pin)   Nofit JP 7 & 8. 
Jumpers in JP5 and 6 
according to game. 

PC5/6 TLP521 (8-pin) JP1 & 2 no-fit 
JP3 1-2 
Populate R15-
18 & 
C23,24,26,27 

 Opto-Diac (6-pin) JP 1 & 2 fit 
JP3 2-3 
No-fit R15-18 & 
C23,24,26,27 
 

TR1/2 2SD560 Darlington 
Power Transistors 

R21&23 = 8.2k  Logic Mosfet R21&23 = 470R 

 

Other components on the UMD may have different part numbers, (see the Bill of Materials) to original components, 

but are functionally similar. 

The Amphenol headers on CN.S and CN.R are incompatible modern 2.54mm 2-row headers which have been hand-

modified to provide compatibility with the Amphenol plugs.  The headers from the original PCB could be transferred 

if desired for cosmetic reasons. 

The original PCB utilises one or two Signetics PLS153 PALs for Out Run and Space Harrier, respectively. As these are 

long obsolete, 22V10 GALs are used in-place, via an extended 24-pin socket. These physically larger devices are 

needed due to the high ‘product term’ requirement to emulate the PLS153, (and the reason a GAL16V8 cannot be 

used). The source code for the GAL is a rework of the PAL to change pinouts and accommodate the differences to 

emulate ‘A’ mode output, (which is selectable by jumper – see Installation.) 

The original PCB utilises a TLP511 dual photo-triac to control the gate of the triac. This also requires an external RC 

snubber circuit. These components are replaced with a generic 6-pin photo-diac in the UMD. 

The original PCB utilises 2SD560 darlington transistors to drive the solenoid for the ‘clutch’, (actually a friction 

brake). These require a tiny logic-friendly gate current to drive over 1A at 24V. 

As these are obsolete, logic-level MOSFETS are used on the UMD PCB. These require slightly more base/gate current, 

so a resistor change is needed, (the TLP521 drivers are capable of the higher drive current). 



Technical – theory of operation and fault diagnosis 

Warning: Arcade cabinets can contain potentially dangerous voltage levels, even after power-down. Users install the 

UMD at their own risk and installation should be performed by qualified arcade service personnel. 

This section is intended as a reference for owners of the original PCBs and the UMD to assist in understanding the 

operation of the circuitry, as this is an ‘open source’ project. 

 

Figure 4: Functional sketch 

The UMD and original SEGA PCB have identical circuit functionality, bar minor changes around the 22V10 GAL used 

in the UMD, (to allow emulation of normal and ‘A’ PALs in a single GAL). 

The PCB takes a 50Hz or 60Hz mains feed (via 80V step-down transformer) and, using a triac circuit, drives a DC 

motor. 

Out Run drives a single motor, whereas Space Harrier drives two. 
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Depending on the binary speed code for the motor, the PCB will switch the DC motor on either a positive or negative 

mains cycle to set the direction and for different time durations to set the speed. 

The circuitry on the PCB senses the mains AC waveform via a 12V AC stepped-down supply. The PCB synchronises 

the phase and frequency of the counter circuitry to the AC, pulsing the triac on at specific points in the positive or 

negative AC cycle to set the direction and speed.  

Whereas modern motor controllers may employ a diode rectifier to convert AC to DC and then a PWM drive a 

transistor ‘H-bridge’ to provide variable motor speed, this design performs the entire conversion using a single 

power triac and without the need for any processing element. It was presumably the more cost-effective option in 

1986. The downside to a single device is that power is only drawn for up to 50% of the mains, so poor for harmonics 

and the motor could potentially utilise 2x the power, (After Burner Deluxe PCBs attain this via 2 triacs per motor). 

Figure 5 shows a low-speed forwards operation. Yellow is the mains waveform, cyan is the 12V AC sense signal and 

magenta is the output current through the triac and motor. The triac is only switched for a small proportion of the 

waveform (1/7th). 

 

Figure 5: Low speed, forwards. 

Figure 6 shows full-speed forwards operation, with the triac switched on for 100% of the positive mains-cycle. 

 

Figure 6: Full speed forwards. 

Figure 7 shows high-speed reverse, with the triac switched on for 5/7ths of the negative mains cycle. 



 

Figure 7: High(ish) speed reverse. 

The Space Harrier or Out Run game PCBs transmit simply a 4-bit parallel speed command. For testing, this can be 

emulated with wires, dip-switches or a binary potentiometer. This allows the UMD to be fully tested without a game 

board, (although the board will have to be in-system with all supplies and limit switches present). The speed 

encoding is such that: 

 15 switches off the motor and applies the brake 

 8 to 14 move the motor forwards, with 8 being slowest and 14 being full speed. 

 7 holds the motor stationary 

 0 to 6 move the motor in reverse with 0 being the fastest and 6 being the slowest. 

The limit switches will prevent the motor from moving, as will a loss of any power supply. 

The centre switches are not actively used by the drive PCB and are simply fed back to the game, (via isolation). 

A quick sequence of testing could be:  

 Scope triac inputs. 

 Check all power supplies. 

 Check limit switches. 

 Check mains-sensing. 

 Check clock circuit. 

 Check mains-sync logic (full detail beyond the scope of this document). 

The following section is intended to assist in some of the testing. 

  



More Detailed Operation Notes 

Isolation 

The circuit is effectively split into a low-voltage and a high-voltage section – differentiated on the schematics by an 

isolation barrier. Opto-couplers provide a galvanic isolation boundary to ensure none of the AC voltages can transfer 

to the game PCB 5V circuit. The opto-couplers also allow the floating potential signals required to drive the triacs. 

An isolation failure may not stop operation, but could result in undefined behaviour due to increased ‘noise’, or even 

risk game PCB damage. 

Perform a continuity check to ensure there are no shorts between the low-voltage and high-voltage sides of the PCB. 

The simplest way is to probe between any logic 0V point on the game PCB side and every pin on the high-voltage 

side of the opto-coupler ‘bank’ running down the middle of the PCB. Resistances should be open-circuit or in 

megaOhms. 

Connecting oscilloscope probes to the high-voltage section should be done by qualified service personnel only, 

noting that the earthed potential of oscilloscope probe ground clips could result in damage to the Drive Board. 

Power Supplies 

Logic 5V 
The game PCB provides 5V to the UMD via the CN.R header. This drives all the control logic on the ‘left side’ of the 

schematic/PCB. 

It’s is near-impossible to lose 5V to a single logic device, (without massive, visible damage to the PCB), so testing for 

5V across any device is a sufficient check. 

Isolated 80V AC 
The 240V 50Hz or 120V 60Hz mains supply is stepped down to 80V by a transformer within the cabinet. This supply is 

passed to the UMD where it feeds the triac circuit. There is very little part of the circuit which is at 80V, just the triac 

stage, where one side of the 80V is fed in on CN.T to each triac and then connected to the motor(s) via the triac(s) 

switching. The return wire to the 80V goes directly to the motor(s). So the only useful test is to check for 80V across 

the terminals of the transformer, then to check that the feed wire to the UMD has continuity to pins 1 and 3 of CN.T. 

Isolated 18V AC  
In order to synchronise to the mains supply, another step-down transformer is used so that the circuit senses only 

18V AC, rather than 80V AC. This may have been intended to reduce component ratings required for the sense 

circuitry. The 18V AC will follow the phase and frequency of the 80V AC, so locking onto this also means the board is 

locked onto the 80V AC.  

Ensure 18V is present between pins 15/16 and 17/18 of CN.S. 

 

 

Figure 8: Test points for 18V AC supply – pins 15/16 to 17/18 

This circuit does not need a precise voltage, so allow some deviation – even 9V should function OK. 



Isolated 9.5V AC / 5V DC 
The isolated side of the PCB requires a 5V DC supply to feed the secondary sides of the opto-coupler circuits. 9.5V AC 

(unlikely to be precise) is derived by an external transformer and fed to the PCB via a step-down transformer, 

rectified and regulated to 5V DC. 

The quickest place to test is to measure the 5V DC output. Measuring across the TO220 7805 Regulator IC should 

measure the source directly. The pins are labelled on the PCB. 

The triac outputs to the motors will be disabled if the 5V is not present. 

Isolated 24V DC 
The isolated 24V DC is present to drive the DC motor clutch/brake solenoids. It is derived off-board by an external 

rectifier/PSU in the cabinet. 

It is present on the CN.S terminal to allow the freewheeling diodes at D1 and D2 to circulate inductive currents very 

briefly when the clutch/brake is switched off by TR1 and/or TR2. In addition it is sensed by the circuit and the triac 

outputs to the motors will be disabled if the 24V is not present 

Measure between pins 21/22/25/26 and any RET pin of CN.S (pin 2/4/6/8/10/12) to see if 24V DC or thereabouts is 

present. 

 

Figure 9: 34-way header where 24V should be present. 

Mains Sync 

Clock 
There are various counter stages performing mains-synchronisation for triac control. 

The main clock is derived from crystal X1 (10.25MHz on UMD). This is clocked-down to approximately 10kHz by IC1. 

This should happen whenever logic 5V is present and is a simple test point (pin 15 of IC1). 

Then next stage of clocking down is to achieve a counter which is 16x the mains frequency. This will result in a 

theoretical count-to-16 over a mains cycle, which is used to set the turn-on time of the triacs. 

IC6 will count from 6 to 16 or from 4 to 16, depending on whether the mains detection circuit detects 50 or 60Hz. 

The counters are reloaded after 15 (CNTRES) to avoid wrapping. The output of IC6 is therefore: 

ACSET = 1 =>  6 to 16  (10 counts) = 10kHz/10 = 1000Hz => 62.5Hz * 16 

ACSET = 0 =>  4 to 16  (12 counts) = 10kHz/12 = 833Hz => 52Hz * 16 

The mains frequency detection circuit will determine the value for ACSET and therefore the counter frequency. 

While neither output is 50 or 60Hz exactly, it is sufficiently accurate, especially as the counters are kept in phase by 

resetting from the mains detection circuit. 

 



Sensing the mains 
Within the game cabinet, the mains power is converted to 18V AC via a step-down transformer, and then both full-

wave and half-wave rectified on the UMD. The half-wave rectification, via diode D3 is intended for sensing the 

polarity of the mains, ultimately resulting in a square wave of 0V or 5V to indicate the polarity of the mains sine-

wave. Figure 10 shows this signal on pin 2 of IC8, where it has crossed the isolation barrier (AC DIR signal) and then is 

clocked through register IC8. 

 

Figure 10: Mains Direction signal for 50Hz mains. Pin 2 of IC8 

The full-wave rectification (via bridge rectifier D5) is intended to detect zero crossing of the mains (for 

synchronisation of timers). As no capacitors are present, a ‘double hump’ will result at the terminals to the TLP521 

opto-coupler. Due to the on-thresholds of the opto-coupler, the resulting pulse is mostly ON, with brief OFF spikes 

around the zero crossing of the mains. The frequency will be 2x mains frequency (so 100 or 120Hz). Figure 11 shows 

this signal after it has been clocked by register IC8. 

 

Figure 11: ACZERO signal, IC8 pin 7. 

It should be noted that resistors R1 and R2 will run rather warm and could be a point of failure, so checking their 

resistance is a simple test, (with power off). These are uprated to 3 Watts on the UMD. Also ensure the external 

transformer voltage is correct. 



 

 

Figure 12: IC9 - test AC_DIR and AC_MAG here to observe results of input stage of mains sensing. 

The best test-point is to look at the outputs of IC9 on the logic side (and work backwards to the high-voltage stage if 

problems are observed). 

 IC9, pin 4 (AC_DIR) should measure a 50Hz (or 60Hz) square-wave. 

 IC9, pin 10 (AC_MAG) should measure a 100Hz (or 120Hz) pulse-wave with a very high duty-cycle (the OFF 

pulse being <10% of the waveform). 

Synchronisation to the mains 
A device-level description of the mains-sync is not given here as it involves analysing the PAL code and there are 

many devices involved for a fairly basic process. Observing the signals in the schematic and looking for activity is a 

good start. 

The PCB needs to do 2 things with the mains –  

 Phase tracking- reset the count-to-16 motor timer on a main cycle 

 Frequency matching - synchronise the count-to-16 timer frequency so that the total period is equal to a 

mains cycle. 

If the mains sensing signals are all functioning throughout the circuit, there should be a pulse on ‘the CNTRES signal 

of between 833 and 1kHz. This will ensure the count-to-16 circuit is of the correct frequency. The RCO output of IC3 

should be at 833Hz for 50Hz mains and at 1kHz for 60Hz mains. 

The outputs of IC4 should be a binary counter. 

 

Figure 13: Counters 

The ‘CNTRES signal for 50Hz Mains is shown in Figure 14. The pulses won’t appear even as this is only for resetting a 

counter. 



 

Figure 14: ‘CNTRES signal 

The RESET16COUNT signal is shown in Figure 15. This is basically the zero-crossing of the mains, which will restart 

IC4 at twice mains frequency, so although it has count to 16 capability, it should never exceed 7/8 during 

synchronised operation. 

 

Figure 15: RESET16COUNT – 2x mains frequency 

Frequency matching is very imprecise on the PCB. As the clock circuit range is limited, the frequency is never too far 

from the mains. The PAL performs most of the frequency matching by comparing the zero-crossing events to the 

count-to-16 timer and adjusting the AC60 line to control IC3 – a feedback loop. 

In reality AC60 is always at 0V for 50Hz mains and always at 5V for 60Hz mains, so the PCB frequency is only ever at 

62.5Hz or 52Hz. This is close enough for good speed control of the triac. 

 



Triac Drive 
The PAL will output a short pulse (1/16th of a mains cycle, using the counter circuit) to turn on the motor. The 

location of the pulse in the waveform will determine how long the current flows, which will set the motor speed. The 

triac will inherently switch itself off on mains zero crossing, so the pulse is just to ‘get it started’. 

Figure 16 shows a medium-speed forwards operation. Yellow is the triac pulse waveform, measured at the GAL 

output, cyan is the 12V AC sense signal (rectified mains) and magenta is the output current through the triac and 

motor.  

 

Figure 16: Triac drive pulse 

It is very difficult to observe the triac output and the circuit is at relatively high voltage, so looking for the trigger 

pulse and checking it is present. Pin 2 of the opto-coupler should show the trigger pulse. It won’t have the full range 

due to component drops and a pull-up resistor. Also, pin 1 should be at 5V. This will not be the case if there is an 

issue with the 5V or 24V power supplies as the circuit deliberately pulls this pin to 0V in the event of a fault. Check 

the 24V and 5V supplies and then trace the signals into opto-coupler PC1 and the result through IC9 and IC10 and 

into PC5 and PC6. 

 

 

Figure 17: Triac drive 

  



 

GAL Source 

The following source can be compiled into a .jed is programmed into the GALs on the UMD: 

; 22V10 GAL Recreation of SEGA Out Run/Space Harrier Deluxe 3155160(A) PLS153 
; John Bennett 2018 
; V1.0 
  
; Replica of PLS153 used in 534-5801 Motor Drive PCB 
; Could work in original 534-5801 drive PCB via DIL/wire adaptor to change some pins, but  
; primarily for use in UKVAC Out Run/Space Harrier Deluxe replica PCB 
; PLS153 triac equation has too many terms for 16V8 so a GAL22V10 used. 
; Feedback and minor repinning were still required to match PLS153 capability. 
 
; Pinout ALMOST 1:1 with PLS153, except there's 4 more pins (extending from the 10/11 edge of PLS),  
; hence adaptor needed to use in original PCB. 
 
; The GAL replica emulated both 3155160 and 3155160A 
; For 3155160 mode, use pin 23 output for triac 
; For 3155160A mode, use pin 20 output for triac 
; Triac output mode selectable by jumper on UKVAC PCB 
; The two GALS differ only in their speed encoding ('A' is slightly slower). 
;****************************************************************************************** 
 
CHIP 3155160 22v10 
 
;****************************************************************************************** 
; Triac out needs LOTS of product terms, so pin 13 used as an internal feedback to spread the terms 
; GAL follows PLS pinout so that pin 1's match and pin 24 of GAL = pin 20 of PLS 
 
; Original PLS153 pinout: 
; TIM0 TIM1 TIM2 TIM3 SPD0 SPD1 SPD2 SPD3 MAINSDIR GND 
; FWDLIM REVLIM AC60 ACZERO ACZEROQ ACSET COUNTRESET CLUTCH  TRIAC_ON VCC 
 
; GAL22V10 pinout: 
TIM0 TIM1 TIM2 TIM3 SPD0 SPD1 SPD2 SPD3 MAINSDIR GND153 PIN11 GND 
FWDLIM ACSET PIN15FB REVLIM AC60 ACZERO ACZEROQ TRIAC_ON_A COUNTRESET CLUTCH TRIAC_ON VCC 
 
 
;****************************************************************************************** 
; Create decimal definitions for time and speed here as it's easier to read than binary. 
; Game PCB sends 4-bit speed code (see equations below) 
 
@define TIME_0 "/TIM0 & /TIM1 & /TIM2 & /TIM3" 
@define TIME_1 " TIM0 & /TIM1 & /TIM2 & /TIM3" 
@define TIME_2 "/TIM0 &  TIM1 & /TIM2 & /TIM3" 
@define TIME_3 " TIM0 &  TIM1 & /TIM2 & /TIM3" 
@define TIME_4 "/TIM0 & /TIM1 &  TIM2 & /TIM3" 
@define TIME_5 " TIM0 & /TIM1 &  TIM2 & /TIM3" 
@define TIME_6 "/TIM0 &  TIM1 &  TIM2 & /TIM3" 
 
@define SPEED_0  "/SPD0 & /SPD1 & /SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_1  " SPD0 & /SPD1 & /SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_2  "/SPD0 &  SPD1 & /SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_3  " SPD0 &  SPD1 & /SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_4  "/SPD0 & /SPD1 &  SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_5  " SPD0 & /SPD1 &  SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_6  "/SPD0 &  SPD1 &  SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_7  " SPD0 &  SPD1 &  SPD2 & /SPD3" 
@define SPEED_8  "/SPD0 & /SPD1 & /SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_9  " SPD0 & /SPD1 & /SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_10 "/SPD0 &  SPD1 & /SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_11 " SPD0 &  SPD1 & /SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_12 "/SPD0 & /SPD1 &  SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_13 " SPD0 & /SPD1 &  SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_14 "/SPD0 &  SPD1 &  SPD2 &  SPD3" 
@define SPEED_15 " SPD0 &  SPD1 &  SPD2 &  SPD3" 
 
;****************************************************************************************** 
 
EQUATIONS 
 
; Mains synchronisation 
; At times  
; 1xx1 & AC60  (9 ,11,13,15) 
; 1xxx & /AC60 (8 to 15) 
; x111 & /AC60 (7 OR 15) 
 
ACSET = TIM0 & TIM3 & AC60 + 



      TIM3 & /AC60 + 
      TIM0 & TIM1 & TIM2 & /AC60 
 
    
; Mains synchronisation 
; Reset on AC zero-crossing, or on clocked version of ACzero (1 cycle later?) 
 
/COUNTRESET = ACZERO + ACZEROQ 
     
     
; Motor Brake 
; All zeroes on speed = out-of-bounds for triac and used to apply motor brake ("clutch") 
 
/CLUTCH = SPEED_0 
 
 
; Triac pulse 
; SPEED 1 = full speed forwards 
; SPEED 8 = 0 
; SPEED 15 = full speed reverse  
; 0 out of bounds (clutch activated) 
; Fire triac on positive mains cycle to apply +DC to motor and go forwards. 
; Fire triac on negative mains cycle to apply -DC to motor and go forwards. 
; Triac fired at time 0 will apply mains for longest time for more speed. 
; Triac fired at time 7 will apply mains for shortest time for lowest speed. 
; Pulse is for one timer count - all that's needed to fire triac.  
; Once fired, triac will inherently remain ON until a change of mains cycle direction (around 'time 8') 
; Normal and 'A' mode supported - A mode runs slightly slower. 
; Feedback used on Pin15 to break-down large equations into 2 parts as pin 23 can only handle 8 product terms 
 
; 3155160 mode PAL 
PIN15FB =  
    SPEED_1 & TIME_0 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_2 & TIME_1 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_3 & TIME_2 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_4 & TIME_3 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_5 & TIME_4 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_6 & TIME_5 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_7 & TIME_6 &  MAINSDIR & FWDLIM 
 
TRIAC_ON =  
    PIN15FB + 
    SPEED_9  & TIME_6 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_10 & TIME_5 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_11 & TIME_4 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_12 & TIME_3 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_13 & TIME_2 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_14 & TIME_1 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_15 & TIME_0 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM 
 
 
; 3155160A mode PAL 
TRIAC_ON_A = 
    SPEED_1 & TIME_1 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_2 & TIME_2 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_3 & TIME_3 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_4 & TIME_3 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_5 & TIME_4 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_6 & TIME_6 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_7 & TIME_6 & MAINSDIR & FWDLIM + 
    SPEED_9 & TIME_6 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_10 & TIME_6 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_11 & TIME_4 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_12 & TIME_3 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_13 & TIME_3 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM + 
    SPEED_14 & TIME_2 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM +    
    SPEED_15 & TIME_1 & /MAINSDIR & REVLIM 


